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OUR STORY

From humble beginnings being a small, family-owned 

business has given us the best tools to give our clients 

superior customer service and superlative-worthy 

products.

In 2012 A-A-A Natural Stone acquired an existing 

limestone quarry with 30-year history. At the time the 

business was small and family owned with 15 employees, 

2 choppers, 2 water saws and handful pieces of 

equipment. Within several years, A-A-A Natural Stone’s 

name recognition grew due to high quality, competitive 

price, minimal lead times and dependability nationwide. 

We have now positioned ourselves as one of the top 

producers of Texas limestone and sandstone products 

in the United States, providing our customers with large 

variety of thin veneer and dimensional cut stone. From 

humble beginnings we grew to over 50 employees and 

4 thin veneer saws producing more than 2,300,000 

square feet of thin veneer and dimensional cut stone per 

year supplying a nationwide network. You can rely on us 

to provide superior customer service, luxury stones, and 

an impeccable overall experience.

Excellent Stones & Service. From us to You.



Thin Veneer

BLANCO
3”-10” RUBBLE
4”, 6”, 10” 
SAWN HEIGHTS

The uniform stone faces 
and wavy edges create 
a bright and welcoming 
environment.

ASHWOOD BLEND
3”-8” RUBBLE

RUBBLE

SAWN HEIGHTS

Tasteful textures and a striking combination of 
sand, gold and browns illuminate any 
environment.



Thin Veneer

CREAM
4”, 6”, 10” 
SAWN HEIGHTS

MISSION BLUE
4”, 6”, 10” 
SAWN HEIGHTS

A twist on a modern look,  the cream 
base of this palette is unique with the 
golden brown highlights captivate the 
attention of any environment.

Mission Blue is a textured mix of 
light and medium steel with just the 
perfect hint of blue to create an 
inviting palette.  



Thin Veneer

TUSCAN BLEND 
SIZE: 3”-10” RUBBLE

MONTANA BLEND
SIZE: 3”-8” RUBBLE

Tasteful textures and a striking 
combination of sand, gold and browns 
illuminate any environment.

A sleek and uniformed look, Tuscan 
Blend is a blend of cream and sand 
with hints of grey that add a cool and 
elegant element to any environment.



RHINESTONE
3”-7” RUBBLE

GREYSTONE
4”, 6”, 10” 
SAWN HEIGHTS

Thin Veneer

This mix of sandy cream and gravel 
flawlessly tie a magnificent and lofty 
feel that exudes prominence.

A sleek and uniformed look, Greystone  
is a blend of cream and sand with hints 
of grey that add a cool and elegant 
element to any environment.



Thin Veneer

REGENT BUFF
3”-10” RUBBLE

A sleek and uniformed look, Regent Buff is a 
blend of cream and sand with hints of grey 
that add a cool and elegant element to any 
environment.

TOSCANO
3”-8” 
SAWN HEIGHTS

Toscano is a blend of white and greys 
with rust and deep steel accents that 
create a pastoral palette.  



SABLE RIDGE
SIZE: 3-8” RUBBLE

HONEY BUFF
SIZE:  3”-10” RUBBLE

Thin Veneer

A sleek and uniformed look, Honey 
Buff is a blend of cream and sand with 
hints of grey that add a cool and 
elegant element to any environment.

Rustic and beautifully textured, Sable 
Ridge is a palette of deep greys with plum 
undertones and specks of white that leave 
a striking impression.



SILVER CANYON
3”-8” RUBBLE

TAHOE
4”, 6”, 10” 
SAWN HEIGHTS

Thin Veneer

Tahoe is a textured mix of light and 
medium steel with just the perfect hint of 
blue to create an inviting palette.  

Rustic and beautifully textured, Silver 
Canyon is a palette of deep greys with 
plum undertones and specks of white 
that leave a striking impression.



TUNDRA CREAM 
3”-10” RUBBLE

This palette of greys with underlying 
tones of sandy-tan and specks of white 
create a muted and elegant palette.

CAPPUCCINO
3”-10” RUBBLE

The uniform stone faces and wavy edges 
create a bright and welcoming environment.

Thin Veneer



BLANCO

CREAM

PLATINUM

REGENCY BUFF

Dimensional Cut Stone



VAUGHN DEWITT, West Coast Operational Mgr
(937) 344-2121  |  vdewitt@aaa-naturalstone.com




